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Traceability: Three Areas That Your Contract 

Manufacturer Should Support  

By Curtis Campbell 

In the manufacturing world, data collection requirements continue to grow. The benefits of an efficient 

data collection strategy include less costly regulatory compliance, the ability to “mistake proof” 

production processes, more rapid understanding and remediation of the root causes of defective 

products, and real-time visibility into production status from raw materials to finished goods. This 

whitepaper looks at three key areas where a contract manufacturer should be able to provide that 

information and the benefits that this level of visibility should provide: 

• Traceability at the materials level 

• Traceability of production lots 

• Traceability at the unit level. 

Traceability at the Materials Level 

Traceability at the materials has become more complex. Most recently, country of origin traceability has 

become important from a tariff calculation standpoint. Traceability at the lot code and date code level is 

also important. One reason for this is their importance in failure analysis. When a product fails in the 

field the first question that gets asked is: “did the product fail because of a design flaw, a production 

process defect or a component defect?” If the answer is that the component failed, the next question 

that gets asked is whether the component failure is one-off, an inherent issue in all that manufacturer’s 

components of that type or due to a component manufacturing process that got out of control limits. 

Having traceability to at least the component lot code makes it possible to track the whereabouts of all 

other components in that component’s production lot, analyze failure trends, and if need be, recall 

products using the problem components that haven’t yet failed. 

Many mission critical products require this level of traceability from a regulatory standpoint, while this 

data is collected for high volume consumer products to facilitate efficient recalls. Tracking material at 

this level also helps ensure good materials control discipline in materials stocking and kitting.  

SigmaTron International utilizes an internally-developed manufacturing execution system (MES) among 

its facilities to address materials traceability requirements. System enhancements have improved 

stockroom picking and kitting operations by standardizing automated lot-based traceability among 

facilities. The stockrooms implementing this phase of the MES enhancement were outfitted with 

handheld Android scanners with printers. As parts are scanned, the system validates the part against the 

pick list, and records the time it was picked and the person who picked it. The scanner also tells 
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stockroom personnel what items are left to be picked based on the shop floor order and where they are 

located in the stockroom.  

The system also supports return-to-stock activities. This can be problematic in high mix SMT programs 

when component reels are not fully consumed during a production run. While most systems track the 

parts scheduled to be consumed from a demand standpoint, they don’t always accurately count attrition 

related to setup. The MES tracks this return, segregates it from work-in-process (WIP) and records an 

accurate remaining part count. It can be set up to be exception-based, notifying select personnel if low 

stock or shortages are detected as parts are picked. This provides better visibility into shortage planning 

and helps eliminate the wasted effort associated with expedites or production rescheduling.  

Traceability of Production Lots 

Mission critical products often have device history recordkeeping requirements that track the 

production operations a given printed circuit board assembly (PCBA), subassembly and final unit go 

through during the assembly process. Information tracked typically includes time and date of production 

activities, which production operators were associated with the product, whether the product passed all 

inspections and tests or needed to go through a rework cycle, and whether all required operations were 

completed. This wealth of data can invaluable when trying to analyze the root cause of an intermittent 

defect and in determining the scope of products likely to contain similar defects. The bulk of this data is 

utilized to fine-tune production processes by simplifying trends analysis. However, it can also be 

valuable over the life of the product, particularly for products that may be repaired or refurbished 

during their product life, because it provides a product processing history.  

SigmaTron uses a combination of proprietary and internally-developed systems for enterprise and shop 

floor management. All facilities utilize a common ERP system plus third-party Product Lifecycle 

Management (PLM) tools. The internally-developed MES mentioned earlier supports both traceability 

and enforced routing, which helps ensure a product goes through all steps defined in its documented 

manufacturing process. The system has the capability to address both issues with a single bar code scan, 

enhancing efficiency.  

The combination of an industry-standard ERP software with an internally-developed iScore suite of 

supply chain management tools, enable SigmaTron’s team to track demand, material on order, 

inventory, work-in-process, finished goods and shipments. The ability to review material and product 

status real-time minimizes the potential of a surprise issue to significantly impact production.  An MRP 

Share program provides suppliers with complete customer forecast visibility, plus current inventory and 

material on order. The iScore system supports VMI and Production Driven Replenishment (PDR™) pull 

signals. The ability to automate basic supply chain transactions helps reduce hidden costs and the 

potential for a requirement going unaddressed. 
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Customers are given visibility into inventory status via the Score™ customer portal. Score’s advantages 

include: 

• The ability to track product through the manufacturing process with order, manufacturing 

and shipping status available 24/7 

• Real-time data that lets customers see changes as they happen 

• An order notes feature that lets project team members at both contractor and customer 

share project data 

• Direct email links to the Program Manager 

• All the details of shipped orders with a single click.  

Traceability at the Unit Level 

As more and more products interconnect and/or utilize software uniquely configured to the unit, unit 

level traceability has become more important. The product’s serial number is the key to information 

such as flash memory software type and revision level and its unique MAC address. In some cases, it 

may also track to an end customer-specific configuration. Consequently, the processes associated with 

that serialization need to ensure that the product, its external serial label and its serialized final 

packaging all align. 

To help ensure labelling integrity, SigmaTron typically sets up programming, test and packaging stations 

in close proximity. A bar code label with serial number is tracked by the MES and labels are generated at 

point of use when the production operator scans the bar code label.  

SigmaTron also has resources to address the growing challenge of regional regulatory reporting 

requirements. SigmaTron’s Green Initiative Compliance Service Center is one example of ways that its 

materials organization is going the extra mile to ensure materials integrity and regulatory compliance. 

The center is co-located with SigmaTron’s International Purchasing Office (IPO) in Taipei, Taiwan and 

interfaces closely with component engineers and procurement professionals to gather necessary 

materials documentation from suppliers related to regulatory, social and environmental initiatives such 

as RoHS, RoHS II, REACH, Conflict Minerals and California’s Proposition 65, as well as customer-specific 

initiatives. It communicates with the rest of the Company’s supply chain management organization. 

Specialized software supports the operation by providing updates as monitored jurisdictions create new 

rules or modify existing rules. The tool can also be programmed to support customers who have specific 

lists of substances and materials that they want to track. 

A robust data collection system designed to support traceability pays dividends in many ways. At the 

manufacturing level, it contributes to more superior quality via its contributions to trends analysis. In 

the case of defective product, it supports rapid identification of the root cause of the defect and visibility 
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into the likely scope of impacted product. At the OEM level it supports customer technical support and 

warranty repair activities. In many cases, it also supports regulatory requirements for device history 

recordkeeping.  

 

 Curtis Campbell is SigmaTron International’s Vice President of Sales, West Coast Operations. He can be 

reached at curtis.campbell@sigmatronintl.com. For more information on SigmaTron International’s 

capabilities, visit www.sigmatronintl.com or call 510-477-5000. 
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